Rest of campus laud LCD Soundsystem show as ‘great chance to try ecstasy’

By Mr Sinton ’13

Daito Punk is playing at my Dept.

(THIS IS HAPPENING...IN THE ANNEX) The Dark Side, normally sullen, smoky and pervaded by the faint smell of second-wave feminism, was buzzing with anticipation today because not-really-famed indie dancepunk outfit LCD Soundsystem is going to play a show on campus.

The band was imported by the Campus Activities Board because otherwise there would be nothing to do on this godforsaken Hill except get EM'Td or Diner Bld. Naturally, the section of campus obsessed with feigning cultural literacy was euphoric at the chance to actually gain some.

“They’re the sound of our generation, man!” Joseph Cardigan ‘12 proclaimed.

“This show is like going to the Louvre, but instead of Mona Lisa smiling like a smug hag, it’s The Beatles playing a set with Bruce Springsteen and Tupac and Smashing Pumpkins. I’m stoked!”

Some students were excited for different reasons. According to Jerry Garcia ’11, ‘They’re bringing in two tons of lights and lasers! Can you say LSD Shoosystem?’

Not all of the campus joined in the revelry though.

“I’m just excited to get waaassssstmittted,” Annie Aytea’13 giggled. Then again, that’s the quote she gives every weekend.

A few music dorks tried to point out that innovative genrebusting electroclash, Seighe Bells was opening, but everyone ignored them because they were being all passionate and having a unique opinion. Lame.

HIPSTERS LAUD LCD SOUNDSYSTEM SHOW AS “OUR GENERATION’S WOODSTOCK”

Hamiton Students Spontaneously Realize They’re All Alcoholics

AA offered all four years, and no, not the one with hiking

By Mr. Johnson ’14

Inconvenient truth Dept.

(MARGARITAVILLE) Sunday, September 26th, 9:45 AM. Drunken freshman were just beginning to crawl out of the Tolles Pavilion, while hungover upperclassmen emerged from the pub to beat the crap out of each other for calling the Annex that...loose. Numerous bleary-eyed classmen emerged from the pub to beat the crap out of each other for calling the Annex that...loose. Numerous bleary-eyed classmen emerged from the pub to beat the crap out of each other for calling the Annex that...loose.

The culmination of this mistaken reality occurred last Friday, when an over-eager ‘beer-geek’ actually shot three ‘zombies’ with an air rifle. When confronted with his crimes, he seemed surprised, stating that he thought he “was playing a game with über good graphics.”

Sadly, these incidents represent the milder side of the spectrum. Trash-talk ing 13-year-olds have recently been sighted on campus, yelling to make good on the threats made in Hala lobby.

Prospective student Greg Milligan ’18, whose gamer tag is McLoVinUrNaLOn, related “I told this guy the other day that after I beat his ass in Madden, I was gonna have a goat shit on his chest.”

Many students were quick to condemn this violence.

“Video games were supposed to be a nice way to unwind instead of actual murder,” Carl Hoghead ’12 said. “That’s like, 7 points.”

Interestingly, this blurred reality seems to be wholly regulated to males. Sandy Jacobsen ’13, has said that she “has no idea what these boys are even talking about. What’s an Xbox? Also, why does my boyfriend keep turning me down to play with his Wii? That’s so gross.”

In this issue: a ton of LCD Soundsystem jokes!

Words of Wisdom with Madeleine Albright

Madeleine Albright thinks that if you’re trying to combat rape-culture, try not to strengthen the patriarchy at the same time. She Fear You! Try “Don’t Rape People,” assholes.

Tickle These, Elmo!

See Katy Perry’s titties, centerfold
Can you spot the differences between these two pictures? Try to find them all!

Hint: there are 4 differences